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Gregory Kiser Daily Devotional Series books take enlightening Christian books and arrange

them into useful daily devotionals. This one takes the book entitled "Beyond a Shadow of a

Doubt" by Dr. Roger Sapp and arranges it into a 30-day devotional. This book explores the

most common doubts that prevent people from coming to Jesus Christ in child-like faith that

receives healing. Interwoven throughout are Dr. Sapp's "Healing Hints" which provide practical

wisdom in the area of supernatural physical healing that he has gained through decades of

ministering Christ the Healer to the sick and hurting.

Book previewed in Schw&#228;bisches Tagblatt, 15 September, 2009'What I Believe is not a

book to be read quickly, but rather one to ponder over. Some of it is couched in philosophical

and theological language, but it is not too difficult to understand and well worth any effort

involved.' (thegoodbookstall.org.uk)'Kung's continuing quest for language to speak

meaningfully of God in today's world makes for exciting reading... Methodists seeking to

commend their savior to others in the 21st century will find much value here.' (Methodist

Recorder)'The tone is positive and life-affirming but also down to earth... there is something

engaging about his [Kung's] commitment to battle for a critical faith and for peace among

religions rather than a clash of civilisations.' (Church Of England Newspaper)'Any book that

leaves me asking whether my idea and experience of God is growing bigger or smaller has

definitely achieved something.' (Church of Ireland Gazette)Kung's book deserves to be read by

all who are dreaming of a better world, for it is likely to spur us into action to bring it about.

(Reform)Book previewed in Schwäbisches Tagblatt, 15 September, 2009'What I Believe is not

a book to be read quickly, but rather one to ponder over. Some of it is couched in philosophical

and theological language, but it is not too difficult to understand and well worth any effort

involved.’ (Sanford Lakoff)'Kung’s continuing quest for language to speak meaningfully of God

in today’s world makes for exciting reading… Methodists seeking to commend their savior to

others in the 21st century will find much value here.’ (Sanford Lakoff)'The tone is positive and

life-affirming but also down to earth… there is something engaging about his [Kung’s]

commitment to battle for a critical faith and for peace among religions rather than a clash of

civilisations.’ (Sanford Lakoff)'Any book that leaves me asking whether my idea and experience

of God is growing bigger or smaller has definitely achieved something.’ (Sanford Lakoff) --This

text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorHans Kung is Emeritus Professor of

Ecumenical Theology at the University of Tubingen and President of the Global Ethic

Foundation. He is the author of numerous best selling books including On Being a Christian

(Harper Collins). --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Gregory L. Kiser Daily Devotional SeriesA 30-Day DevotionalFeaturing:Beyond a Shadow of a

DoubtbyRoger SappText copyright © 2019 by Gregory Leon Kiser & Roger SappRevision: 2, 1-

Oct-2020All rights reserved.The text used in this publication is from:Beyond a Shadow of a

DoubtUsed by permission from Roger SappThat book can be ordered fromAll Nations

Ministries & PublicationsP.O. Box 956Crowley, TX 76036 USA1-817-514-0653OrNo part of this

book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any

means – electronic, mechanical, photocopy, recording, or otherwise – except for brief

quotations for the purpose of review or comment, without the prior permission of the

publisher.Unless otherwise indicated, Scripture quotations are from the Holy Bible, New

American Standard Version (NASV), Copyright © 1960, 1968, 1971, 1972, 1973, The Lockman

Foundation.Cover picture design by Gregory L. KiserDedicationI, Gregory Kiser, dedicate this

book to my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, my wife, Tammy Hughes Kiser, my 3 daughters,

Kimberly Townsend, Karahann Kiser and Kayla Dillow, my 2 sons-in-law, Grant Townsend and

John Dillow, and my 3 grandchildren, Gunnar Townsend, Calvary and Ezekiel Dillow. It is for

them I created this book.Yahweh bless you, and keep you.Yahweh make his face to shine on

you,And be gracious to you.Yahweh lift up his face toward you,And give you peace.()World

English Bible [WEB]Preface – How This Came AboutSome books are just meant to be read

over and over. And I’m not just talking about your favorite science fiction or novel. Beyond a

Shadow of a Doubt is one of them. Speaking from many years of experience with supernatural

physical healing, Roger Sapp explains some of the most profound, and simple truths that

hinder believers from receiving the finished work of Jesus Christ with regards to His provision

for our physical bodies in the here-and-now as we await the full redemption of our bodies in the

resurrection of the dead when Jesus returns. This book so dramatically affected my faith and

everyday life, that I started reading a few pages of it every day during my morning devotions. I

have now read this book dozens of times, and it has helped me maintain the simple faith in

Christ that is required for getting not only yourself supernaturally healed, but also others as

well.Knowing how much this book helped me, I really wanted to share it with others in this

same manner; as a daily devotional to remove our doubts and boost our faith in Christ as the

Great Physician. So, I wrote my friend, Roger Sapp, and explained what I had in mind, and he

really liked the idea and encouraged me to proceed with my idea.So, here it is! I simply took

Roger’s book, without changing it at all, and divided it up into 30 daily readings that you can

make a part of your daily devotions. The reading is small enough that it doesn’t require more

than 5 minutes or so, yet profound enough to reshape your walk with the Savior.My prayer is

that Roger’s book in this format, will keep these powerful truths in the forefront of your heart so

that there is never any room for doubt in your mind and you can become a daily vessel of the

Lord’s power for the furtherance of His Kingdom and the healing of those around you in your

daily life.In Christ,Gregory Leon KiserBluff City, TNApril 2019Table of ContentsIntroductionDAY

1..... 1 – The Problem of Subtle DoubtsDAY 2DAY 3DAY 4..... 2 – The Will of God DoubtDAY
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AIntroductionWhat you will find in this book is a product of 30 years of ministry to those who

were bound, sick, injured and in pain. Some of this ministry was successful and some not so



successful. I know that I accepted the unsuccessful moments much too often as being normal

because I compared myself with those around me. This was a false standard. There is only

One real standard. In 1992, the Lord spoke to me and refocused me upon Christ as my

example and standard and I found my theology of healing undergoing a serious change over

the next few years. As a result of this paradigm shift, I have discovered how to get most injured

and sick people healed. This is partly because I understand much better how to deal with what

prohibits them from being healed.A few years ago, I wrote and released a book called

Performing Miracles and Healing. This book has been very successful in helping many

maturing Christians, some of them ministers, to understand what has been preventing them

from accomplishing more in the arena of healing and miracles. Frequently, I receive testimonies

about how that book has positively changed a person’s experience with healing. The strength

of this 266-page book is that it is very complete on the subject of Christian ministry of healing

and miracles. It covers every healing event in the New Testament and a few in the Old

Testament. It answers many, if not most, of the questions that people have about healing. I

believe that it presents a Christ-centered biblical theology of healing that is biblical, reasonable

and practical. While being comprehensive is this book’s strength, it is also this book’s

weakness. The 266 pages are too much for many people to search through who just need a

simple answer for their need right now. For that reason, I decided that a much shorter book that

discusses the most common problem in receiving healing and in ministering healing was

appropriate. The most common problem is doubt as you have already discovered through the

book’s title. As I have acquired experience and skill in dealing with people’s doubts, the

percentage of suffering people healed in my ministry has dramatically increased. Therefore, my

expectation is that reading this book will release many more people into receiving healing and

ministering healing more effectively. I am completely convinced that as we vanquish our doubts

and rise in faith in Christ’s completed work at Calvary, the Holy Spirit will glorify Jesus Christ as

Savior, Healer, Deliverer and Lord by mighty acts of grace and mercy. I trust that you will enjoy

and be blessed by this book.For the Bridegroom and His preparing Bride,Roger SappDAY

1Healing Hint #1In two places the Gospels reveal Jesus saying that if we believe and do not

doubt, we can do His miraculous works.1 – The Problem of Subtle DoubtsThe Relationship

between Faith and DoubtThere is a clear relationship in the New Testament between faith and

doubt. This may seem obvious to many, but some do fail to see this important connection and

fail to identify their own doubts. Because doubts are often very subtle, they are seldom

identified initially as doubts. These subtle doubts are often built right into what we understand

or misunderstand about God. It is a case of being too close to the trees to see the forest. If

these subtle doubts remain unidentified and not dealt with, we will feel that healing ministry is

inconsistent, unreliable and unpredictable. If we believe this, then be assured that our healing

experiences would be exactly that… inconsistent, unreliable and unpredictable. Our healing

experiences will certainly match our expectations. Our misunderstandings of healing will be

validated by our malformed experience of healing as if what we believe is true. We may then

embrace a doubting theology about healing that matches our less than New Testament

experience. We may then become locked in a doubting cycle. Doubting theology creates

failures in healing and in turn these failures reinforce the unidentified doubts. Because we have

never seriously compared our experience and understanding with what Christ reveals in His

experience of healing the sick and injured, we continue in this doubting cycle. If we don’t

identify or deal with our doubts, we never get beyond a shadow of doubt in healing.It has been

our experience that the majority of people have enough faith to be healed if they deal properly

with their doubts. Subtle doubts often overshadow their very real faith. In many cases, we have



been able to get people healed who previously were unable to receive healing by helping them

identify their doubts and dispose of them. Often, we simply ask the question Why do you think

that you are not being healed? The answer revealed subtle doubts that maybe it wasn’t God’s

will to heal them or His timing or that maybe God had a special purpose in them remaining ill.

When they dealt with their doubts according to what Christ revealed in the New Testament,

they were often immediately healed. They had genuine faith in Christ, but doubt was still

prohibiting them from being healed.Since Christ often taught on faith in the context of healing

someone, this subject cannot be neglected if we are going to understand healing. The subject

of doubt and its relationship to faith occurs in many New Testament passages revealing the

supernatural power of God working in human lives. Some of these passages are not

specifically addressing healing but reveal the relationship between faith and doubt. For

example, in a passage where Peter has just walked supernaturally on water but began to sink

as he saw the wind and the waves around him, Jesus says to Peter:And immediately Jesus

stretched out His hand and took hold of him [Peter], and said to him, “O you of little faith, why

did you doubt?” ()It is apparent from this question from Christ to Peter that the reason that

Peter was able to miraculously walk upon the water was because of his faith in Christ. It is also

apparent that the reason that he began to sink was because he began to doubt. Clearly, Peter

did not sink because it was God’s will for him to sink. Peter did not sink because it was God’s

timing for him to sink. Peter did not sink because it was God’s mysterious purpose being

worked out in his character. Peter walked on the water because he believed in Christ’s words to

him to come. He sank because he doubted when he saw the wind and the waves. Peter didn’t

sink because Christ had somehow changed his mind about him walking on water. God’s

empowering of Peter to walk on water was dependent upon Peter’s faith in Christ as his

resistance to doubting. Doubting overshadowed Peter’s faith and prevented the Father from

doing what He was willing to do. Likewise, doubt often overshadows a healing or a miracle that

the Father is perfectly willing to do.DAY 2Healing Hint #2The Greek word for “doubt” can be

translated as “draw distinctions” or “to judge.” We often draw distinctions that disqualify us for a

miracle. We can improperly judge ourselves and place ourselves outside of the example of

Christ and the promises of God.1 – The Problem of Subtle Doubts (cont’d)The Relationship

Between Faith and Doubt (cont’d)In another situation, Christ teaches on receiving from God

the Father and the relationship between faith and doubt. This passage is found in Matthew’s

Gospel and concerns the result of Christ cursing a fig tree and it withering. Christ’s disciples

ask Him about the tree…“How did the fig tree wither at once?” And Jesus answered and said

to them, “Truly I say to you, if you have faith, and do not doubt, you shall not only do what was

done to the fig tree, but even if you say to this mountain, ‘Be taken up and cast into the sea,’ it

shall happen. And all things you ask in prayer, believing, you will receive.” ()Christ tells His

disciples that they can accomplish the same sort of miraculous things if they have faith and do

not doubt. Christ tells us again that doubt is the culprit for not receiving the things that God

would normally do for believers. James tells us a similar truth that begins with the subject of

receiving wisdom from God and ends with a general statement about all matters of receiving

from God. This would include healing. James reveals much about the problem of doubt. James

writes:But if any of you lacks wisdom, let him ask of God, who gives to all men generously and

without reproach, and it will be given to him. But let him ask in faith without any doubting, for

the one who doubts is like the surf of the sea driven and tossed by the wind. For let not that

man expect that he will receive anything from the Lord, being a double-minded man, unstable

in all his ways. ()James reveals several important things. First of all, receiving wisdom or any

other thing from God requires faith in His willingness to give it. Secondly, doubting will prevent



receiving from the Lord. Thirdly, the doubting person is described as being double-minded and

unstable. In other words, a key to receiving from God is identifying and resolving the doubts

that are overshadowing our faith, destabilizing and making us double minded.Identifying and

Resolving DoubtsToday, many doubts are justified as reasonable and expressed in a

theological way. These shadowy doubts have become Christian doctrine to many. They are

commonly accepted but they are heresy. When someone believes one of these unbelieving

doctrines is true, they are unable to consistently receive from Christ as Healer. Likewise, they

are unable to minister to the sick and injured reliably. Therefore, it is important to identify these

doubting doctrines and reject them if one is going to experience and minister healing

consistently and reliably.How do you determine if a particular belief is a doubting doctrine? You

determine a doctrine’s truthfulness simply by comparison to the life, ministry, teaching,

attitudes and activity of Jesus Christ. Christ perfectly reveals the will of the Father in every

matter. If Jesus Christ doesn’t reveal it, the belief or doctrine is most probably untrue and

heretical. If Christ’s activity and teaching contradict the doctrine, it is always untrue and

heretical no matter how accepted it might be by the Church or authorities within the Church.

This is an incredibly powerful way to evaluate the truth of healing doctrines and what should be

done in a healing situation. The apostle John wrote of Christ’s unique capacity to reveal the

Father.No man has seen God at any time; the only unique Son, the only-begotten God, Who is

in the bosom [that is, in the intimate presence] of the Father, He has declared Him – He has

revealed Him; brought Him out where He can be seen; He has interpreted Him, and He has

made Him known. (, Amplified Version)Issues about the will of the Father for healing, the timing

for healing and whether the Father has a purpose for sickness are all revealed or refuted by

Christ’s actions, attitudes, commands, and teaching in situations where sick and injured people

are being healed. There is no room for shadows of doubt when Christ’s ministry to the sick and

injured is thoroughly examined. Christ reveals the Father’s will, purpose and timing perfectly in

every way.DAY 3Healing Hint #3It is important that we come to Christ when seeking our own

healing or the healing of another with simple childlike faith.1 – The Problem of Subtle Doubts

(cont’d)Doubts Overshadowing Faith for HealingIn the next few chapters, a number of doubts

will be identified that overshadow faith for healing. There are surely others but, in our

experience, these are the most prominent ones that are sometimes justified and expressed by

bad doctrine. The first four of these doubts are the most common and often are the foundation

for many other doubts. The first four doubts are given their own chapters at the beginning of

this book. We encourage the reader to study the chapters in the order that they are presented

in this book so that the final chapters will be easier to understand. The final chapters will rely

heavily upon the reader understanding earlier information presented in the book.These are the

first four doubts found in the next four chapters expressed as questions:· The Will of God

Doubt: Is it always God’s will to heal the sick and injured or is God’s will different for different

people?· The Divine Purpose Doubt: Is God using sickness and injury for a special

purpose in the lives of believers?· The Specific Timing Doubt: Does God have a specific

time for healing and therefore does He allow sickness or injury to remain for a season?·

The Lack of Faith Doubt: Am I not being healed because of a lack of faith?Our object will be to

discuss these first four doubts and resolve them so that the reader will be able to know the

truth of these matters with a strong conviction that leads to a simple faith in Christ as Healer.

Often, when these doubts are resolved, healing becomes an easy matter for believers. The first

four doubts will be found in the next four chapters, one at a time. The remaining doubts will be

covered in the final four chapters.Christ Reveals the Father· Christ reveals and interprets

the Father.· Christ’s food is to do the Father’s will and His work.· Christ does nothing



on His own, only what He sees the Father doing.· Christ does nothing on His own

initiative, doesn’t seek His own will but the will of the Father.· The works that Christ did

bear witness that the Father had sent Him.· Christ does the will of the Father who sent

Him.· Christ was sent by the Father.· Christ speaks Father’s words. He always does

what pleases the Father.· Christ told truth heard from the Father.· Christ keeps the

Father’s Word.· Christ knows the Father.· If you know Christ, you know the Father.·

Christ gave us the Father’s Word.· Christ is the image of the invisible Father.· God

the Father was present in Christ.· The Father speaks in Christ. Christ is the radiance

(shining forth) of the Father’s glory and the exact representation (coined impression) of the

Father’s nature.DAY 4Healing Hint #4We sometimes believe that Christ heals but doubt that He

will heal us for some reason. We believe that Christ heals but disqualify ourselves by drawing

distinctions.2 – The Will of God DoubtChrist Heals All Who Come to Him

Gregory Kiser Deebo Samuel, Gregory Kiser The Bachelorette

Beyond a Shadow of a Doubt, Christ the Healer, How to Heal the Sick

The book by Scott Edelstein has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 54 people have provided feedback.
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